Special Report Includes the Following:
 Notes From Frontline Doctor’s Report On EXPERIMENTAL
BIOLOGICALS Known As VACCINES
 Gene Therapy Or Vaccine? By David E. Martin
 Legend Hank Aaron Dies by Mike Adams Natural News
 The Corporate Take Over of America by Bards FM
0123-2020-Notes from the following video:
https://rumble.com/vcqw73-dr-simone-gold-on-covid-hydroxychloroquine-and-thevaccine.html
www.AFLDS.com
Go to website for teledoctor appointment for hydroxychloroquine.
People are filled with fear and weary and now rushing headlong to the vaccine with irrational
decisions:
 F a u c i says the vaccine doesn’t stop transmission; you will have to keep wearing mask
and social distancing
 C O V19 Facts:
1. 99.997% survival under age 20
2. 99.98% for age 20 to 49
3. 99.5 survival age 50 to 69
4. 95% over age 70 with no treatment
5. Early treatment it is recoverable
6. People who died were destined to die anyway. Dr. Gold’s doctor dad said,
“pneumonia is an old man’s best friend “; a cold, pneumonia, nose
bleed…anything can take you out if you are frail
 Lancet published unsafe hydroxy study….90,000 patients over 5 continents in a study?
The Lancet withdrew the study…it was complete fraud but hydroxy studies were halted
and it was ‘trashed.’
 The media was lying…they buried the story of the Lancet retraction.

Problems with experimental, biological agent:
 MRNA is new technology and has not been tested
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 Failure of previous corona virus vaccines: 2002 SARS C O V 1, the one now is SARS C
O V 2…cannot do this safely in humans
 No independently published animal studies; did animals die in the study:
1. Anti-body dependent enhancement, pathogenic priming, immunity enhancement—
well known to scientists and big problem has been seen with prior C O V vaccine.
Ferrets died after 2 doses and then exposed to SARS C O V 1 in the wild.
2. Neurologic complications such as Bell’s palsy, neurologic problems, Transverse
myelitis.
3. Potential fertility problems with this biological agent—it affects a layer on the
placenta; MRA vaccines mimic having C O V indefinitely. Survival in younger
women of child-bearing age is 99.9%.
4. Pfizer executives in Europe said it was danger to release this.
5. Pharmaceutical companies are immune from ALL liability.
6. The vaccine does not stop transmission: surgeon general said in a Good Morning
America interview in January, 2021.
7. People take the vaccine and now test positive for the C O V 19; are the numbers being
‘gamed’ and the cases have risen? Will they say that the cases have risen because
these people test positive?
8. There is no proof that this reduces mortality.
9. We don’t know how long this lasts; will you have to take this yearly?
10. This is experimental…that is the proper name for it.
11. Is it worth the risk when the vaccine is given to otherwise healthy people and they are
then exposed to the virus in the wild like the ferrets? What happens to military and
health care providers, first responders and front- line people? This is risky from a
national security perspective.

African Americans and others of the black and brown minorities have
a natural antipathy towards vaccines. Government is making overt
and covert attempts to push this on these minorities. Examples of
vaccines gone wrong as documented in the scientific literature:
 Race and ethnicity with the rubella vaccine were affected at a higher level than
Caucasians
 Measles produced the same experience as did Pertussis
 Hamato’s (?sp) Influenza produced the same experience
 Hepatitis vaccine given to babies produced the same different response—white boys were
60% less likely to have autism diagnosis relative to non-white boys
 US Government language: the CDC is telling the public at large that getting an
experimental vaccine is a good thing. It is additionally telling black people that getting
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the vaccine is ‘racial justice’ and an ‘advantage.’ This is from
thecenterofhealthysecurity.org interim framework for C O V 19 Vaccine allocation and
distribution in the US. Getting the vaccine early is racial justice.
 There could be racial differences in dosage as seen in the aforementioned vaccines, but
how is it racial justice to sign up first for an experimental, biological agent? They add:
the ultimate safety of a vaccine is not knowable until it is administered to millions of
people; it is possible that certain adverse effects may occur more frequently in certain
population subgroups which may not be apparent until millions are
vaccinated…pharmical vigilance track and trace systems will provide critical
information that will inform adjustments to the allocation. This is in the same document
as “let’s give it to black folks first.”
 Front line Doctors say the most disenfranchised members of society are to be vaccinated
first and their words (government) include racial and ethnic minorities, tribal,
incarcerated, rural, disabilities, underinsured, people who work in school settings and
nurses, and we must prioritize Blacks and Latinos to reflect fairness and justice.
We know the people who fall to C O V 19, the 2.6% are nursing home patients and people with
co-morbidities, people over the age of 75. We know the risk is the 80 year old living in the
nursing home with bad heart, bad lungs, diabetes, obesity and more.

Policy from HHS.gov: strategies for distributing CoV19 vaccinations:
focus on targeting key populations and communities to insure maximum
vaccine acceptance. This is along with quotes from the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation about how to manipulate the media and
silent opposition to it.
When you are in a pharmical vigilance track and trace system by taking the vaccine, it means
you have enrolled yourself in a medical trial. Very few people generally do this and people are
not aware they will be tracked for 2 years in a program started by the Department of Defense,
handed off to Oracle and Google, to put the data together. Why would you want to do this and
how is this fair racial justice?
As an ER doctor Dr. Gold did not see any racial issues or difference. It is true that there are
areas where Black people were disproportionately affected as in New Orleans where Blacks
were 31% of the population but Blacks were 70% of the people who went to the hospital with C
O V 19. Look at the data, race is not a factor as much as diabetes and obesity and other serious
medical problems as risk factors, plus living and working in crowded areas.
This has been all over the world with all races. In areas of the world where people have the
high individual and group risk factors as mentioned above, it is not Black people that get C O V
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19 but those people in those situations. In the UK it was Middle Eastern and Asians with those
risk factors. Africa has been spared except for South Africa. In America the death rates are 800
range per million, in India they are around 70 per million because of their liberal
hydroxychloroquine policy, sub-Saharan Africa -the poorest places in the world- with no social
distancing, no masks and no ICUs, the death rate is 1% of the western nations.
You have the CDC, NIH and FDA not helping you.

The America’s Front Line Doctors have the following
recommendations:
 If you are under age 20 the experimental vaccine is prohibited; we don’t know the
effects on fertility and we do know this virus essentially does not affect young people.
 From the ages 20 to 50 if you are healthy, we strongly discourage this vaccine
because of the exceedingly low risk of death from C O V id, unknown risks from the
experimental vaccine causing auto-immune disease, unknown risk of the pathogenic
priming antibody dependent enhancement, and unknown risk of life-long infertility.
 From age 50 to 70 if you are healthy, we strongly discourage for the same risks
mentioned above in the 20 to 50 group.
 From age 50 to 70 and you do have serious comorbid conditions we say that it is
discouraged because the vaccine is higher risk than early or prophylactic treatment with
long-established medication such as hydroxychloroquine or ivermectin.
 From age 70 and above if you are healthy it is your own personal risk assessment.
We believe an experimental vaccine is less ideal than old established medicine but we
say to leave it up to the person.
 Over age 70 with serious comorbid conditions such as nursing homes we also call it
your own personal risk assessment. We stand with prophylactic treatment with longestablished medication such as hydroxychloroquine or ivermectin for that population.
We are not saying it is irrational to take it in the over age 70 group described. We do say
that any age should not be pressured especially if you are over 70 with no advocates.
We are not saying it is unsafe, we are saying we don’t know if it is safe.
 I would never give this vaccine to a woman of child-bearing age.

Call to action from America’s Front Line Doctors to fight the urge
that is sweeping the globe to mandate people taking an experimental
biological agent.
We are concerned about private businesses mandating this such as employers, businesses, and
travel—the airlines in particular. You can imagine if all the CEOs of the airlines got together
and said they were going to mandate the vaccine, it’s like the masks. You cannot avoid their
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mandates and that is a very big problem. We will talk to these businesses and go in armed with
at least one million human beings who are going to say, No, we are not going to do business
with anybody and we are not going to comply with anybody who is going to mandate this.
If you want to take this vaccine or have your mother take it, that is your choice. We don’t need
the CEOs of any companies forcing the experimental biological agents on anyone. We are at
their mercy if we don’t get ahead of them before they make bad decisions. Go to
www.stopmedicaldiscrimination.org and sign and share the petition with everyone. This is your
life. How can you travel or advocate if you cannot get on a plane?
If you are a part of a union bring this to the union as a human rights issue. The union has not
heard the facts. The pilots, teachers and nurses all have unions. This is a human rights issue
that we cannot mandate that human beings take experimental agents. Always use the words
experimental agents when you talk about this…ALWAYS!
Socialists win the language war and they change language. First this was the Wuhan Virus,
then it became the ‘corona virus’, then it became C O V 19 and this is a battle for words. The
word to remember is EXPERIMENTAL.
You can find all this on our website and there are 35 pages of information and references.
https://rumble.com/vcqw73-dr-simone-gold-on-covid-hydroxychloroquine-and-thevaccine.html
www.AFLDS.com
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------01-23-2021

Gene Therapy Or Vaccine? David E. Martin
https://www.bitchute.com/video/AuvhMTMoby41/
Moderna Pfizer = Gene therapy not vaccine…a synopsis
15US code section 41: Federal Trade Commission Act on deceptive labeling and deceptive
medical practices. If this law can be applied to shut down natural practices, then it can be
used to shut down deceptive labeling medical practices.
There are people for whom medical vaccines are a requirement for employment. Something has
troubled me: both Pfizer and Moderna are promoting what they call a vaccine. Is whatever you
get going to keep you from being infected by some sort of pathogen and the other assumption is
are you doing your public health bit to make sure you don’t transmit to other people?
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1905: Jacobsen case, Massachusetts: supreme court – this court has more than once
recognized as a fundamental principle that persons and property are subject to all kinds of
restraints and burdens in order to secure the general comfort, health and prosperity of a state.
This says that public health powers were legitimate if they secured the general comfort, health
and prosperity of the state which implies that the individual benefit is superceded by the
collective benefit. Somehow or another the individual is not the point in public health laws. It
suggests that to meet a public health vaccine standard and definition something about either you
are immune from getting a pathogen or you are not going to transmit the pathogen must be part
of what lives inside that definition. It couldn’t be more straight forward.

When you look at the SEC filings for Moderna they make a point of
saying that their technology is a gene therapy technology.
They don’t say vaccination. It was set up to be a cancer treatment so this is gene therapy
chemo therapy. Would you take chemo therapy for a disease that you may or may not ever
have? Is that a dumb idea? States and employers could not mandate chemo therapy for a
disease that you do not have. That is not a legal thing to do. This is not investigation of new
drugs. References can be found in the youtube video.
Moderna is putting a synthetic fragment of nucleic acid and it is not RNA, it is not natural
and not a natural component of a fragment. It is a synthetic technology embedded within
a fat carrier and that is introduced in the cell, not to induce immunity to an infection to a
SARS C O V virus and it is not to block transmission of it, but to lessen symptoms
associated with the S-1 spike protein and not even the virus itself.
This gets better (or worse). The fact of the matter is this thing is not a vaccination. Let’s look
at the legal standard of what a vaccination is and start with the CDC’s own definition: two
important operative definitions-immunity is protection from an infectious disease. If you are
immune to a disease you can be exposed to it without becoming infected. By definition neither
Pfizer or Moderna even claims that to be the case. In their clinical trials they specifically say
they are not going to test for immunity.
CDC says that a vaccine is a product that stimulates a person’s immune system to produce
immunity to a specific disease and protecting the person from that disease. Vaccines are
administered through needle injections but can also be sprayed into the mouth or the nose.
What Pfizer and Moderna are doing do not match this definition.

If this isn’t a vaccine why are they calling it a vaccine?
CDC is not the law but an expression of an agency empowered by the law. Laws where
vaccines have been defined—vaccine is not defined in a number of statutes. Iowa code: vaccine
means a specially prepared antigen administered to a person for the purpose of providing
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immunity. Washington State Code: vaccine means a preparation of a killed or attenuated
micro-organism or fraction thereof … MRNA that is synthetically developed by Moderna and
Pfizer do not meet this definition of statutes.

The primary endpoint of the trials of Moderna and Pfizer is the
prevention of symptomatic C O V 19 disease.
Starting with this you know that in February the WHO, CDC and Dept of Human Services
made a very clear distinction to make sure that C O V 19 which is a series of clinical symptoms
including fever, muscle pain, aches, loss of smell, and certain radiologic findings in the
lungs.
Now all this has been re-defined as P I C which is pneumonia, influenza, C O V I D as a
combined set of things so they can ‘catch’ more people dying of this.

C O V I D 19 is not a disease…it is a set of symptoms.
They were very clear and they tried to say that SARS C O V 2 caused C O V 19. But the
problem was that most people who tested positive using the RTPCR method had no clinical
presentation so you cannot say that the virus causes the disease. Most people with the positive
PCR test which for a fragment of what was called SARS C O V 2 did not have any problem
…over 80% had no problems. The primary end point for the vaccine trial was not a vaccine end
point which has to do with immunity and transmissibility and neither of those were measured.

It gets worse. This is from Moderna’s own statements: key secondary
points include prevention of severe C O V 19 disease and prevention of
infection by SARS C O V 2.
Here is a problem by their own admission of their studies that it was impractical to measure
infection. There is no evidence in the Phase 3 clinical trials that any of the gene therapy had
anything to do with the infection or not of SARS C OV 2. You cannot have a vaccination that
is not under the legal definition of vaccination and does not meet immune or transmission
standards. The clinical trials were set up specifically so that neither immune nor transmission
standards could be met.

Quote from New England Journal of Medicine and The Lancet: October
and December, 2020 respectively—at the time of this writing no
correlative protection from SARS C O V 2 has been established.
In other words not a shred of evidence from the clinical trials said anything about protection
from infection with SARS C O V 2. So every person who has ‘value-signaled’ their
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vaccination because they are doing their part not to be infected with SARS C O V2 and not to
get C O V 19—YOU HAVE BEEN VIOLATING THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
ACT BY DECEPTIVE PRACTICES. YOU HAVE TOLD PEOPLE THAT THERE IS A
PROTECTION THAT THE DATA ITSELF DOES NOT AFFORD.

Here is a second report from New England Journal of Medicine and
The Lancet: No existing vaccines have been shown to be effective
against infection with ANY Beta-Coronavirus—the family that includes
SARS C O V2 which causes C O V I D 19.
This begs the question: what would motivate Pfizer, Moderna, Fauci, and CDC and others to lie
to the American people about this being a vaccine? Vaccines in the ordinary course in the use
of the term invoke the protection against infection and protection against transmission, neither
of which have been established at all. Why use the term vaccine?
Now we have to go to conjecture: as recently as 2018 Moderna was insisting they were not
making vaccines and this was gene therapy technology. Suddenly it became a vaccine
company. It’s a gene therapy technology company with an unproven gene therapy. That is what
it is.

Here’s the reason, in my opinion, that we are hearing about vaccines:
if Fauci, Moderna, authorities, companies around the world called this gene therapy chemotherapy people wouldn’t want to take it and for a good reason. Experimental gene therapy is a
bad idea no matter who, what, where, when it is and should not be recklessly and relentlessly
introduced to a population.
Secondly there is the 1986 liability exclusion.
This is what it really is—as long as Secy of Health and Human Services keeps the state of
emergency going along with every mayor, governor and unelected official under the emergency
use authorization rules, liability is a shield afforded to Pfizer, Moderna and others like them.
They are making billions of dollars on the back of something for which they have no liability.
But, if this was not a vaccine, then all of a sudden, the liability shield would vanish. There is
not a liability shield under the 1986 act for medical counter-measure that is gene therapy. This
means we are probably having governors, CDC, Health and Human Services and others
maintaining a state of emergency not because of a state of emergency but because it maintains
the illusion of the liability shield.
Remember, if you suspended the state of emergency today as the governor of a state, lift it
and on the day that you do that, the RTPCR cannot be used because it is not a diagnostic.
It has never been approved and it cannot and does not diagnose and prevent a disease.
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That means that every time Blumberg, Gates Foundation, Zuckerberg Foundation, C O V 19
dashboard reports that there is another case of C O V 19 because of a positive RTPCR test, they
are violating the 15 USC code Federal Trade Commission Act. You cannot diagnose a thing
that cannot diagnose a thing. That is a misrepresentation. That is a deceptive practice under
the Federal Trade Commission Act. They are liable for deceptive practices. You don’t have a
waiver of liability under deceptive practices even in a state of emergency. Maybe the reason
they call it a vaccine is because they count on the fact that neither you nor I will ever have this
video, that you and I will never do independent inquiry and that you and I will never ask the
question of is it possible that what Operation Warp Speed was nothing but propaganda?

This leads me to my conclusion: some of you know this and some of
you don’t. Operation Warp Speed has a middleman which is a
company called ATI which is a defense contractor out of North
Carolina and it turns out that they are the one that clears the billions
of dollars for orders of vaccine.
That defense contractor is the one that is supposed to control the rollout of the vaccine which
has been a train wreck even beyond the moral, ethical and legal obligations that we have just
talked about. ATI also has another contract with the Department of Defense and other
government agencies. That contract is for propaganda and misinformation. So the company
that actually got the contract to officially manipulate public media to officially convey the
propaganda of the US government—that company is also the company in charge of Operation
Warp Speed.
This thing stinks like rotten fish because it is rotten fish. You are being lied to and your own
government is violating its own laws—15 USC is not my interpretation. They have thrown
the book and shut down practitioners around the country time and again for violating
what are called deceptive practices and medical claims. Guess what? They are doing that
exact thing.
Send this to your US Attorney and your AG in your state. Do something with this video. This
is a violation of federal statutes by defense contractors, gene therapy companies that are not
vaccine manufacturers who are doing experimental trials under deceptive medical practices.
That is what this is. By the way, every statement I have made before I went to my opinion and
my opinion is pretty grounded because if you really examine why I think the liability shield is
the point, look at how many times the Department of Defense wanted to confirm that they were
shielded under the Immunity Act of the Emergency Use Authorization. They would not play
this game if they did not get the liability shield and that liability shield came from the
Emergency Use Authorization.
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We are very desperately in need right now as a civilization because real people are being
harmed and having significant side effects and some people may be dying. A healthy doctor in
Florida got the vaccine and in a couple of days started having splotches and blotches and died
after two weeks. His death is being investigated by Pfizer and the CDC. That is like asking a
bank robber to investigate their own bank heist. This is beyond insane and it’s time for each
one of you to send this to law enforcement in your state. Someone out there in these 50 states
might actually care about following the law or this is not America. Do something with this—I
am doing the work, you can help me carry the burden.
From: (Natural News) www.naturalnews.com
On Jan. 5,2021 Major League Baseball (BLM) legend and Hall of Famer Henry Louis “Hank”
Aaron publicly took a Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccine during a stunt aimed at
persuading more African-Americans to get injected. A little more than two weeks later,
Aaron died right on cue. (https://noqreport.com/2021/01/22/mlb-legend-hank-aaron-dies-twoweeks-after-getting-covid-19-vaccine/)
The reason this writer says “on cue” is because there is now a clear and undeniable pattern of
elderly people – Aaron was 86 years old when he died – passing away roughly two weeks after
getting injected with Chinese poison.
Aaron was among the first major figures to be injected as part of the Donald Trump-launched
“Operation Warp Speed” program for fast-tracked mass vaccination against the WuFlu. Aaron
had previously told the media that he was excited about getting jabbed.
(https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-05-15-trump-names-former-gsk-executive-head-operationwarp-speed.html)
“It makes me feel wonderful,” Aaron told the Associated Press (AP) right before getting
poisoned with a Chinese needle. “I don’t have any qualms about it at all … I feel quite proud of
myself for doing something like this … It’s just a small thing that can help zillions of people in
this country.”
The Atlanta Braves legend and one-time home run king’s official cause of death has not yet
been reported by the mainstream media, which is presumably working overtime to scrub from
existence all evidence that the guy was recently injected with gene editing messenger RNA
(mRNA) chemicals at warp speed. (https://science.news/2020-05-25-mrna-vaccines-how-theywork-coronavirus.html)
If you choose to get vaccinated for coronavirus, you’re asking to die
While wearing his face mask incorrectly on camera, Aaron wanted his injection broadcasted to
the world in order to encourage more folks, especially black folks, to get vaccinated.
(https://www.tmz.com/2021/01/05/hank-aaron-covid-vaccine-morehouse/)
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Aaron appeared at the Morehouse School of Medicine in Atlanta along with his wife Billye,
where he received the first of what would have been two doses of Moderna’s DNA-corrupting
Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccine.
Interestingly, California halted its statewide Moderna vaccine injection program after a
“disturbing number” of serious adverse reactions were observed. Just days later, the Moderna
vaccination drive was quickly resumed. (https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-01-20-californiastops-moderna-coronavirus-vaccines-severe-reactions.html)
(https://www.foxla.com/video/892373)
Civil rights leader Andrew Young and former U.S. Health and Human Services (HHS)
secretary Louis Sullivan were both vaccinated with the Moderna jab alongside Aaron at the
Morehouse facility.
Many black people across the nation are choosing to forego Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19)
vaccination because they keenly recall the Tuskegee experiment of the 1930s and other
eugenics programs that have been utilized throughout history to try to exterminate “people of
color.”
“The federal government essentially lied to Black people for decades – telling them they were
getting free health care, when in fact they received horrifically improper care so the U.S. Public
Health Service could secretly study the effects of syphilis when untreated,” revealed TMZ about
the Tuskegee experiment.
Nothing has changed, of course, except for the fact that today’s eugenics programs are aimed at
pretty much everyone, light-skinned people included.
The AP conducted a survey back in December showing that upwards of 40 percent of black
people will not be getting a China virus vaccine. Hopefully after seeing Aaron die and
connecting the dots, many more will say no to the poison needles and embrace natural
remedies as a safe and effective alternative. (https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-01-19-reallyeasy-to-treat-prevent-coronavirus-naturally.html)
“Everybody line up like good little sheep and get your NOW (New World Order) Wuhan virus
vaccine!” wrote one NoQreport commenter pointing out the absurdity of it all. “Everybody step
right up and get an untested vaccine to combat a virus that kills .01% of people under 60!!!
Don’t be shy, step right up!”
Another pointed out that Aaron’s death serves as more ammunition for Americans to reject any
attempt at making Wuhan vaccines mandatory in order to buy, sell and travel.
To learn more about how Chinese virus jabs are injuring and killing people in droves, check
out http://Pandemic.news.
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====================================================================

From bardsfm https://www.bards.fm/feed.xml
 The corporate take over of America….who is enforcing the mask mandates? Do you pay
a membership to shop somewhere and then walk in their door to be told you cannot shop
there without a mask?
 Are you dependent on the rules of the corporate boss you have turned your life over to?
 We have the ability to make the choice of what we buy and don’t buy. The controlled
world relies on what we choose to buy or not buy.
 Can you choose to buy from someone who is not controlled by corporate mechanisms?
Look around your community. Be innovative. Where can you shop that steps out of the
corporate rules for thee but not for me?
 Here is a story of stepping out of the box...we were invited to teach for the foundation of
the scientist who taught the plasma energy workshops
 The contract was 7 pages long and included if the foundation disagrees with any of your
teaching all your materials can be confiscated.
 Later we were offered, just step back for 6 months…good things are coming down the
pipeline for you. Why did they want that? If we took our products out of the public
domain by taking our website down, the foundation could step in and patent what we had
been doing for several years.
 Economic independence is being a small business owner…and that is not always the easy
walk to take…but we are focusing on our gifts that we have to offer others in our
communities
 We have to work together to support one another…can you purchase a gift in a small
local business rather than 60 miles away or with an online giant?
 Is being told what to breathe, what to eat, what to wear a trap? We have a choice and we
can choose not to participate.
 Can you print your own pamphlets or one page papers and distribute them locally to
show the innovation of your ideas or small business?
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